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The Hunter slowly rolls onto his back, revealing his face. The netted hood of the Hunter’s bio-energetic suit, the source of his camouflage protection, is drawn back, exposing a strikingly human-like ...
“Friday the 13th” Copyright Ruling may foreshadow the future for Predator
Before one was a defining director in the Marvel Cinematic Universe, and the other created one of the best TV series ever, James Gunn and Craig Mazin made a different superhero movie. Not anything ...
James Gunn and Craig Mazin made The Boys six years before the comic
Koi Mil...Gaya completed 18 years on Sunday. The Hrithik Roshan and Priety Zinta starrer movie introduced a most beloved alien character 'Jaado' to the Indian audience.
'Happy birthday Jaadoo': Hrithik Roshan marks 18 years of 'Koi.. Mil Gaya'
John Lithgow has joined the cast of Martin Scorsese’s “Killers of the Flower Moon,” playing the role of a prosecutor. The two-time Oscar nominee will be be part of an ensemble that also includes ...
John Lithgow Joins Leonardo DiCaprio in Martin Scorsese’s ‘Killers of the Flower Moon’
Who is not familiar with the Kapoor story? Except, Aditya Raj Kapoor’s life hadn’t followed the conventional formulae or screenplay; in fact, there had been a sudden veering away from the script, ...
Malavika’s Mumbaistan: The Maverick Kapoor
The Bad Batch" Disney+ In the animated series "Star Wars: The Bad Batch" on Disney+, there arrives a moment a Star Wars cosplayer might recognize. A girl takes a ...
Omega is the MVP of "The Bad Batch," a Star Wars clone who's destined to be different
Never will I forget the touch of that warm little hand, dry and roughened by the grime of the street. Her name was Asha. For months afterwards, I could not dispel that smile and that hand from my head ...
Little Stranger: How an encounter with a migrant child sparked a film idea
Robert Rodriguez directed a sci-fi horror flick that sported an ensemble cast and has enjoyed a cult following.
What The Cast Of The Faculty Is Doing Today
More than 20 years after releasing “Edge of Seventeen” and “Gypsy 83,” the American filmmaker Todd Stephens has returned to his hometown of Sandusky to ...
'Swan Song' is a 'love letter' to disappearing gay culture, director says
While the iPad is undoubtedly the all-conquering best tablet range right now, without the best iPad apps it's basically just a souped-up Chromebook.Nobody wants that - so we're here to help you, ...
The best iPad apps to download: ready for 2021
The 31-year-old star opted to skip a traditional glamorous dress in favor of a chic white ensemble from Chanel Resort 2022 with flowing slacks for the premiere at the Regency Village Theatre in LA.
Margot Robbie is a vision in white as she leads the stars at the premiere of The Suicide Squad
Mercurio has teamed up with co-author Prasanna Puwanarajah and illustrator Coke Navarro to write a space-based story set in the near future.
Line of Duty’s Jed Mercurio on creating “gigantic stakes” in his new graphic sci-fi novel Sleeper
Brandon Mowinkel. Statue of Liberty. After its dedication, the statue became an icon of freedom and of the United States, seen as a symbol of welcome to immigrants arriving by sea. By Reid Wilson â” ...
New Census: US Diversifying at Fastest Rate Ever
The reason that hundreds of thousands from across the border seek new homes in the fertile Dominion—Americans and Canadians are the best of friends—Prosperity and plenty abound on all sides.
The American Invasion of Canada
Virgin Galactic has started selling seats on its suborbital spaceliner again — but the price has gone up. The company, part of Richard Branson's Virgin Group, halted ticket sales in December 2018, ...
Virgin Galactic is selling tickets to space again, now for $450,000 per seat
NASA's Mars helicopter Ingenuity is getting set for its 11th off-Earth flight, which could happen The 4-pound (1.8 kilograms) Ingenuity landed with the Perseverance rover inside Mars' Jezero Crater on ...
Ingenuity Mars helicopter gearing up for 11th Red Planet flight
The new film, “Joe Bell,” charts the true story of a working-class father (played by Mark Wahlberg) who begins walking to New York after his gay son Jadin (Reid Miller) takes his own life after being ...
Reid Miller Talks New LGBTQ Film “Joe Bell,” Heidi Ewing Discusses “I Carry You with Me”
Directed by Arvind Swami, Bejoy Nambiar, Gautham Menon, Karthick Naren, Karthik Subbaraj, Priyadarshan, Rathindran Prasad, Sarjun KM and Vasanth S Sai.
‘Navarasa’ review: The emotions don’t always add up in Netflix’s Tamil anthology film
A Norwich charity has teamed up with a Cbeebies writer to produce a summer adventure activity book that is being given out free ...
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